
From: P Weller
To: timlassiter@zdc.com; Bill Brown
Cc: Richard Shassian; ESC Admin
Subject: Phase 1-Surfside-Revisions/Alterations/Suggestions/Obstacles
Date: Sunday, April 25, 2021 7:55:58 PM
Attachments: RFI"s Resulting in Revisions-Alternates.xlsx

Tim/Bill,
 
As discussed, I have provided a list of items which have been altered per the original plans and
specs.  This list is below.  I also went through the our RFI Log and highlighted anything that resulted
in acceptance/revision to permitted plans. Please let Planworx and the Civil Engineer know that I am
available to discuss any of these issues if any further explanation is required.
 
Items Requiring Revision
 

A. Electrical

1. Elevator Equipment relocation from 1st to 4th floors
2. Lighting-Not operable on photocell as the breezeways are too dark during daytime
3. Coach Lights at Column as they are not on electrical plans but on elevations
4. 1.0 Fair Housing Calls for one vanity light with 2 sinks. Add another vanity light and sink to

electrical layout per 1.0 Fair Housing
5. Electrical panel installed at 2x4 rated bearing wall. Requires relocate to non-rated
 
B. Plumbing
1. 3.0 Water heater altered to low boy considering closet dimensions
2. Removal of oil separator at Sump Pump for MRL Elevation
3. Plan Altering for walk in showers for phase two
 
C. Mechanical
1. Condenser Stands in lieu of unaccepted original detail
2. Two Way Grills in unit installed at wall locations-Switch to one ways
3. Mini Split relocations in lieu of equipment room alteration
4. Blocking detail update for stands at roof

 
D. Misc.
1. Please verify architectural and civil overlay at point of connections at buildings
2. Submit amended phasing detail at time of permitting for building turnover per building

instead of project-This will require individual fire UG Permits per Building
3. Please submit owner approved Landscape Plans containing embellishments at time of

permitting
4. Please provide a reflective building layout for inverted buildings. For example, Building 2 is a

reflective image of Building 1 considering the footprint. The inverted plan would make
construction much more simple.

5. Please provide an elevation for 2.1 Kitchen Island. Same as #4. Installers and laborers are
having difficulty inverting layouts.
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Sheet1

		RFI LOG

		Essian Construction

		Project Name: Oasis at Surfside

		Project Number:  1

		Date Revised:  Friday, April 23, 2021  Week #93

		FOR Essian  REQUESTED  DATE

		RFI #		REQUESTED FROM		OR SUB?				DATE		DESCRIPTION		REPLY DATE		RECEIVED		COMMENTS



		01		Owner		Essian		Essian		1/16/20		Per Civi Print-Utility Plan C-22- No utilities ran to the poolhouse. Please supply plans specs for water supply and drainage for the poolhouse		1/18/2020		1/18/20		Revised plan set received and distibuted while filing all corrospondence onsite in RFI Binder

		02		Owner		Essian		Essian		1/17/20		Per A1.10 and A1.12, we have 2 telecom rooms for first and third floors in our multi family buildings. These telecom rooms are labeled storage on MEP. 		1/18/2020		1/18/20		Revised plan set received and distributed while filing and all corrospondence onsite in RFI Binder

		03		Owner		Juniper Landscape		Essian		1/17/20		1.5" irrigation meter vs. 2" - Requires follow up and a variance with the City		1/17/2020		2/19/20		Response provided by Ensite of whom discussed with Cape Coral-Requirement of fees but 2" is available

		04		Owner		Clarke Construction		Zimmer		1/16/20		Type "D" Curbing requirement		1/18/2020		1/18/20		Resolved per OCO from Clarke Construction to Zimmer Development-Signed and Attached. Filed all corrospondence in RFI Binder

		05		Owner		Clarke Construction		Zimmer		1/22/20		Radius at SW 23rd St & SW 21st Ave		1/22/2020		2/19/20		Proper plans and specs received by Ensite Engineering-Civil Engineer

		06		Owner		Elite Electrical		Essian		1/27/20		Need framing plans for units underground conduit layout		1/27/2020		1/28/20		Tate with Planworx provide proper explaination. Documented all corrospondence via email filed in RFI Binder

		07		Owner		Elite Electrical		Essian		1/27/20		Low Voltage Panel location per unit		1/27/2020		1/28/20		Response provided and filed. Review T106-109 for location. Documention of all corrospondence and print filed in RFI Binder

		08		Owner		Essian		Essian		2/6/20		Per M1.10 and M0.02 equipment detail. Requirement of 2 ton minisplit		2/13/2020		2/19/20		Not Required per MEP engineer-Planworx

		09		Owner		Clarke Construction		Essian		2/12/20		Storm at building 3 to structure S-17 at present locations conflicts with roof drain		2/19/2020		2/13/20		Revised plans and specs received 2/13/2020 from Ensite. Revisions are clear and accepted.

		10		Owner		RBS Services		Essian		2/13/20		Sewer Tie In for multi family buildings, conflict with civil point of service		2/20/2020		2/19/20		Response received in form of plans and specs plus direction to corrdinate

		11		Owner		Essian		Essian		2/14/20		Sump Pump requirement although MRL does not require oil seperator		2/21/2020		2/19/20		Not Required per MEP Engineer-Planworx

		12		Owner		Essian		Essian		2/18/20		Conflicting Elevations at ROW		2/19/2020		2/19/20		Received revised plans and specs from Ensite Engineering-Civil Engineer

		13		Owner		Essian		Essian		3/25/20		Lack of dimensional elevation at front of Clubhouse 1/4:12" sloped roof		3/25/2020		3/25/20		Received response from Tate with Planworx. Response file in Folder stating to use double ice sheild to prevent issues where roof meet ridge.

		14		Owner		M&T		Essian		4/1/20		Exhaust Fan Location alteration request		4/2/2020		4/10/20		Response-Please proceed with original plans and specs

		15		Owner		M&T		Essian		4/1/20		Air Handler Closet Detail atleration requesrt-3/4" drain, flex duct connection, etc		4/2/2020		4/10/20		Response suggests municipality approve armaflex and flex ducting

		16		Owner		M&T		Essian		4/1/20		V/PH Mail/Work Room Equipment Spec Issue		4/2/2020		4/10/20		Phase discrepency "not and issue" per Maple Engineering response

		17		Owner		M&T		Essian		4/1/20		Goose Neck in lieu of unavilable gravity ventilator		4/2/2020		4/10/20		Not Approved-Recommended to use different manufacturer

		18		Owner		Orlins		Essian		4/6/20		Screw application at Section 9-9 on S4.02		4/8/2020		4/9/20		Response provided Woods Engineering-Increase screw size length from 4-1/2 to 6" long and install through both 2x10into each truss.

		19		Owner		Orlins		Essian		4/7/20		Densglass vs. Type X at assembly		4/8/2020		4/9/20		Revised detail showing densglass as subsitution to type x drywall.

		20		Owner		Orlins		Essian		4/23/20		Drop Down Soffit at Clubhouse Clubroom built to arc not id		4/23/2020		4/24/20		Received reponse from Wescott-Leave as is as long as lights are centered in soffit

		21		Owner		M&T		Essian		5/12/20		Heat Pump Roof Top Mounting M0.03		5/15/2020		5/18/20		Owner request to provide pricing at roof top stand-to be supplied by M&T Mechanical-New spec received per mounting detail at referance code height 7/1/2020

		22		Owner		Northern Star		Essian		5/19/20		Booth Table Finishes-Stainless vs. Painted		5/19/2020		5/19/20		Banquette millwork and table legs to be paint grade wood, painted PT7

		24		Owner		M&T		Essian		5/20/20		Hub Drain in AC Closet alternative request		5/20/2020		5/21/20		Denied-Install per plans and specs-Maple Engineering response

		25		Owner		M&T		Essian		5/20/20		Radiant Damper alternative request-Multifamily units		5/20/2020		5/21/20		Approved Per Maple Engineering response in Submittal response, "RFI #25 Approved"- Dana Beasley

		26		Owner		Northern Star		Essian		20-May		Drywall Finish at the clubhouse-Game Lounge		5/20/20		21-May		Level 5 drywall finish is perferred per VID response

		27		Owner		Northern Star		Essian		27-May		Booth Table dimensions, Does not scale per dimension, which is correct?		27-May		28-May		Banquette Table to be 3'3" wide as indicated on ID1.00. Response filed.

		28		Owner		Northern Star		Essian		28-May		Booth Table Mounting Specification		28-May		28-May		Owner would like to conceal the support at the wall if support is sufficent. Response filed

		29		Owner		Elite Electrical		Essian		28-May		Apartment unit numbering		28-May		28-May		Response provided by Zimmer Development with new layout regarding unit numbering

		30		Owner		Alliance		Essian		28-May		Finish color and tag specs at mailbox lockers		28-May		28-May		Per Owner Rep-Proceed with Decals

		31		Owner		Northern Star		Essian		6/1/20		SF1 Revision received on 5/28/2020 requires dimensional detail. Please provide dimensions		6/1/20		6/3/20		Per VT-We drew it with full panels on each side (45 panels on each side) centered on the wall

		32		Owner		Alliance		Essian		6/10/20		Clubhouse beam size and species		6/10/20		6/11/20		Original Specs approved-Hand Hewn rift white oak WS1

		33		Owner		Northern Star		Essian		11-Jun		Discontinued hardware-per ID at island trash pull out		6/11/20		6/11/20		Recommendation approved REV-A-Shelf 4WCTM

		34		Owner		M&T		Essian		6/11/20		Condenser Layout at Multifamily Roof		6/11/20		6/16/20		Revision received from Maple Engineering-Filed in RFI binder along with Onedrive

		35		Owner		Elite Electrical		Essian		24-Jun		Alternate fixtures required for discontinued scheduled fixtures. DF2/DF6		24-Jun		7/1/20		Replacement fixtures received 7/1 from Faye with Vignette

		36		Owner		Essian		Essian		6/29/20		Exterior sheathing detail-Bottom Layer OSB VS PT Per plan		6/30/20		7/16/20		R Guard Paint is approved at bottom 18-24" of exterior sheathing per Wescott Butler

		37		Owner		Gulfwestern		Essian		7/8/20		Scupper Location revision at Northeast section of building roof		7/8/20		7/10/20		Suggestion to relocate approved by engineer

		38		Owner		Essian		Essian		7/9/20		Requested alternative for PF-4 which is discontinued and unavailable		7/10/20		10-Jul		Received alternate from Vignette-Kohler K86895U

		39		Owner		Orlins		Essian		7/10/20		Requesting specified detail for block at condenser mounting		13-Jul		13-Jul		Received revision regarding blocking

		40		Owner		Essian		Essian		7/13/20		Mud sill anchors at exterior corridors		15-Jul		15-Jul		Received alternate application-fasteners every 4" on shear 8" non shear walls in corridor.

		41		Owner		Orlins		Essian		20-Jul		Clubhouse-Head Flashing Color-White or Brown		20-Jul		20-Jul		Received verbal from Wescott Butler-White

		42		Owner		Orlins		Essian		20-Jul		Provide detail for porch and terrace ceiling at clubhouse exterior		21-Jul		20-Jul		Install Faber Cement soffit at area in question

		43		Owner		Elite Electrical		Essian		21-Jul		Clubhouse-Alternate fixtures for cans vs flush mount		23-Jul		23-Jul		Alternate fixtures received and confirm available with Elite Electrical

		44		Owner		Alliance		Essian		23-Jul		Clubhouse- Door 2 and 21-Provide style change		24-Jul		24-Jul		Door #2 to be F Style, Door #21 to be B Style

		45		Owner		Northern Star		Essian		24-Jul		Clubhouse Bathroom vanity wall tile-Specific detail		27-Jul		27-Jul		CT10 ends at the return wall. It runs from the countertop to the ceiling. Below the vanity is CT9. The CT9 tile does wrap the return wall in both restrooms.

		46		Owner		Essian		Essian		27-Jul		We have a conflict regarding bathroom sinks. Plumbing calls out 2 vanity sinks while electrical ony calls out the 1 vanity sink. Please understand the plumbing		27-Jul		27-Jul		P1.30 is correct. Response revised Maple Engineering- 2 sinks.

		47		Owner		Orlins		Essian		28-Jul		A1.25 Flashing detail "G". The Water table angle has an average size of 2-1/2,  right now drawings are showing the angle of the flashing to be at 2-3/4" which will
make the flashing stick out passed the water table		28-Jul		29-Jul		 flashing angle at least 2" so flashing can be on top of the water table and also prevent
any sharp edges. Accepted.

		48		Owner		Spraggins		Essian		30-Jul		In areas where wood flooring is to be installed, a stainless steel metal angle transition is to be installed in conjunction with other flooring surfaces. This product will not allow expansion gaps required for wood floor being installed. Please suggest alternative.		30-Jul		31-Jul		Designer requested installers opinion on a t molding as the alteration. Awaiting response from subtractor.

		49		Owner		Essian		Essian		8/3/20		Per detail 5 on A1.43, The 2 hour door frame is be installed/fastened to the "C" Stud at the 2 hour wall. Please advise our Fire Inspector has concerns of this becoming a structural member per the application. In his opinion, this 2 hour wall is not to be considered structural. Please clarify detail and acceptance of the "C" Stud as applied in detail.		8/4/20		8/3/20		Revised detail received show clips installed at frmae as instead of screw in to firewall C stud

		50		Owner		Gulfwestern		Essian		8/4/20		There is approximately a 20x12 area directly down slope from the Elevator shaft between the two framed pop-ups, on P1.14 there is no indication of drainage and it appears there is no Taper drawn either. The large cricket drawn in this area is insufficient to contain the watershed from the above slope without spillage into the area in question. In order to run the water back uphill to crest the cricket we need to Raise the deck level at the parapet wall approximately 13 at finish. There is no way to accomplish this elevation change with Tapered ISO. The large cricket drawn will be approximately 3 inches at the highest point. I need to add 3 inches of ISO to bring the deck flush with the cricket and approximately 10 additional inches tapered from the parapet wall to ensure proper drainage in this area. As i stated before this can not be accomplished with just ISO.		8/5/20		8/4/20		Revision to roof slope detail received from Planworx Architecture 

		51		Owner		Elite Electrical		Essian		8/6/20		See attached copy of LCEC plan and planned service lateral paths. I went over the best ways to run these later feeds with LCEC engineer Robert Rice, Cell # 239-292-3154. In order to land all the wiring and feed all the loads this was the best plan we could come up with. Question: Please check with the project engineer to see if he has any voltage drop concerns and if so to tell me what the correction in conduit and wire size will be. I will need an answer to this RFI and approval of the change orders before we can start the underground		8/7/20

		52		Owner		Elite Electrical		Essian		8/6/20		Exterior Coach lights shown on exterior elevation plan page A1.17 & A1.18, No coach lights shown on electrical plans. What is the intent of the architect/designer?		8/7/20

		53		Owner		Elite Electrical		Essian		8/6/20		What is the min. size conduits required from hallway IDF2 in Hallway to IDF1 Mechanical room? Conduits stated on the low voltage plan my not be possible to run overhead. This is for cost consideration		8/7/20

		54		Owner		Orlins		Essian		8/10/20		Regarding the clubhouse, window C is at 3’-4 ½” AFF and drawings are showing top of stone to be at 3- 6 ½”; there is a 2” difference. Please indicate if this is correct so we can continue with our siding installation		8/11/20		8/10/20		Tate Holt w/ Planworx advised acceptance of 3-4 1/2"

		55		Owner		M & T Mechanical		Essian		8/10/20		Sprinkler main is in conflict with ac boot location in 2 apartments per building. Please review the attached photographs of the conflict along with the suggested layout. Please confirm this layout is accaptable in these locations.		8/11/20		8/10/20		Revised layout received from Maple Engineering

		56		Owner		Meeks		Essian		8/10/20		Per note 6 on A1.21, A1.22, A1.23, Plans call for Type "X" drywall behind tub/shower. In lieu of the transition to the owner requested Sterling Tub we have received approval to install 12x24 tile at all tub/shower walls. Will this now requires dens shield or durrock material to complete the application? Please advise detail or approved product for tile wall backing. REFERENCES/ATTAC		8/11/20		8/11/20		Per Tate Holt, Backer board is required and must be submitted for approval.

		57		Owner		Orlins		Essian		8/10/20		Per U305 on A0.20, specs call for a 1-7/8 6d cement coated nails. Per GA-WP 8105-Breezeway/Hall, spec calls for 1-3/4 galvinized roofing nail. Which reference is acceptable?		8/11/20		8/11/20		requirements are exclusive to tested assemblies and must be followed accordingly

		58		Owner		South Florida Fire Protection		Essian		8/11/20		Problem, if we run the center stack as shown on our approved shop drawings in the “elevator shaft” room, the vertical stack will have to be exposed in the E.E.R. with a 18” x 18” x 8” hose valve cabinet in the corridor wall. If we run as shown we will need a detail to maintain the fire rating of the corridor wall to the elevator equipment room.		8/11/20		8/12/20		Alteration requested is approved but must be submitted as required

		59		Owner		Gulfwestern		Essian		8/13/20		Please see the attached marked up Mechanical Roof plan. Please review and approve as acceptance of PT stand layout is impairative to a functioning roof/weather tight roof. This will obviously require 2x6 and 6x6 detail to overlay the trusses as bear points. Please approve or provide alternative specifications to eliminate issues of concern		8/14/20		Cancel RFI		Cancel RFI

		60		Owner		Essian		Essian		8/13/20		Please review rooftop condenser mounting detail proposed by Woods Engineering on July 1, 2020. Please advise, after meeting with the lead inspectors with the City of Cape Coral, this application was rejected and is not permitted by code for installation. This is considered a rail system vs. a curb system which is approved under the current mechanical building code. Please advise of a new detail which does not conflict with local and state codes.		8/14/20

		61		Owner		Alliance		Essian		8/14/20		Per ID 6.00 Reflective ceiling plan, the east end drop down soffit at the clubroom is spec'd at 3'. Per architectural plans and spec's this location calls for a 2'4" drop down soffit. We are currently built per the architectural 2'4". Please understand all lighting is currently installed at center of this 2'4" soffit. We are requesting to leave this soffit at this dimension. If approved it will enlarge the reflective ceiling by 8" east to west allowing current lighting to be spaced evenly between beam detail. Also, all block for the beam is currently install per the 2'4" dimension instead of the 3' per ID6.00.		8/15/20		8/14/20		Install per current framing while centering and aligning all electrical fixtures as noted

		62		Owner		RT Moore		Essian		8/14/20		Please provide location for elevator sump pump alarm panel for appropriate electrical rough ins. Pump comes standard with a 20’ cord, and a 35’ or 50’ upgrade option		8/15/20		8/14/20		Maple engineering would perfer to keep alarm in storage room as originally planned.

		63		Owner		Orlins		Essian		8/14/20		Please reference attached drawings A2.32, A2.31. Please see detail 1 on A2.32 and photo attached. Please note the drawing are showing the covered terrace stone height at towner to 13'4" and (1) piece of 4" fiber cement trim above stone sill. As of right now in the field, The distance needed to be covered between the top of the stone tower and bottom of the window is 10 5/8" which the 4" FC Trim specified wil not be sufficient to cover. Also, front porch door header is showing 1 piece of 8" FC trim but there is not detail showing door jambs. Please advise if this will require fiber cement trim as well. If so, please provide size.		8/15/20		8/14/20		Recommendation accepted/approved per Tate Holt of Planworx

		64		Owner		Orlins		Essian		8/21/20		Pre Fab Columns at Clubhouse-Requesting alternative to be hardie siding wrapped at all 4 sides.		8/24/20		8/24/20		Request to wrap columns in hardie approved by Tate Holt with Planworx architecture.

		65		Owner		RT Moore		Essian		9/3/20		PC is requesting to install an alternate supply kit due to installation of the approved uponor pex. They would prefer/are requesting to install Proflo supply kits in lieu of brasscraft for connection and flexibility purposes.		9/4/20

		66		Owner		Orlins		Essian		9/9/20		Grout color is not indicated on the detail in plans and specs. Provide grout color for sill stone at exterior of buildings.		9/10/20

		67		Owner		Orlins		Essian		9/9/20		Stone Cap at column color		9/10/20		9/10/20		Match water table/stone sill

		68		Owner		Ogden		Essian		9/9/20		Elevations do not match arc intent of handicap ramp		10-Sep

		69		Owner		Elite Electrical		Essian		9/9/20		Provide alternate for DF2 at clubhouse		9/10/20		9/10/20		Alternate received by Rosarae with Vignette

		70		Owner		FS Flooring		Essian		9/9/20		Grout color for CT9		9/10/20		9/10/20		Grout color provided, selection and response is filed

		71		Owner		Alliance		Essian		9/15/20		Per clubhouse reflective ceiling specs, the drop down soffit is at 10' with the reflective tray being recessed to 11'. Per previous discussion with Vignette, the 12"x12" beam is to be installed at 11"x11" in order to facilitate a recessed beam NOT to be installed flush of lower than the dropdown soffit.		9/16/20		9/16/20		Recess beam as requested-Rosarae

		72		Owner		Orlins		Essian		9/15/20		Please confirm intent of life safety, unit interior 1 hour firewalls. If the walls are in fact 1 hour rated, puddy packs are required at the interior LBW 2 walls. Please verify this is correct.		9/17/20		9/18/20		Detail confirmed per plans and specs

		73		Owner		M&T		Essian		9/15/20		Please confirm blocking detail for verified approved condenser stands to be installed at Building Roof Tops.		9/17/20		9/18/20		Per product detail on shop drawings

		74		Owner		Alliance		Essian		9/29/20		Fire Extinguisher Locations		9/29/20		9/30/20		Locations provided on layout per Architect

		75		Owner		Bay Area		Essian		10/5/20		Batten Strips spacing 16" VS 24"		6-Oct		10/6/20		Per WB-16" is acceptable

		76		Owner		Bay Area		Essian		10/5/20		GC has pointed out that 12” trim was installed instead of 8” trim at the header for the top balcony, citing Page A1.41, Detail 2. However, we believe the plan details to be inconsistent with the intent of the building design. The elevations all show this trim to be 12” for all balcony locations. Balcony Detail A1.42, Detail 3 shows a 12” trim while parapet detail A1.41, Detail 5 shows an 8” trim.		10/6/20		10/6/20		Per WB-12" to match the other 12" trim at building exteriors

		77		Owner		Elite Electrical		Essian		10/5/20		Based on revision 12-13-19, sheet E3.10 Note 1 and diagram 2 (see page 3 of this RFI), we requested a change order (page 2 of this RFI) to provide and install the electrical per the revised plans. On 10/5/2020 at 4:30pm a hand delivered set of drawings showing a different electrical layout of the pool equipment was given to our site superintendent (See page 4 & 5 of this RFI, full set attached to the email). This revised set of drawings shows a panel in the pump room ILO disconnects as well as 2 pumps ILO 3 with (1) 3 phase 40 amp circuit for one of them. Which drawings should we refer to for installation? We are currently installed for the approved set dated 12-13-19		10/8/20		10/8/20		Pool Contractor is to install per electrical installation by requirement of removing an addition disconnect un needed.

		78		Owner		M&T		Essian		10/15/20		Please provide mini split condenser location as it currently sits on top of walk way behind the Pool House		10/16/20		10/17/20		Maple Engineering with no odjections to proposed mounting at 6'8"

		79		Owner		Essian		Essian		11/30/20		Please provide new selection for leasing office ceiling due to struggles with installation of original selection due to thickness of product selected		12/1/20		12/2/20		New selection received from Vignette designs per Faye

		80		Owner		M&T		Essian		12/4/20		Please approve alteration of material from 2 way grilles to 1 way grilles at location next to walls in apartment units		12/7/20				After reviewing our unit layouts, the only area of concern is BATH 2 in TYPE 2.2 on sheet M1.32. It is recommended to move the register away from the wall as shown below. If ceilings have been finished, 1-way grilles are acceptable in these locations.

		81		Owner		Alliance		Essian		12/7/20		In lieu of not being able to install a one piece frame as shown in the detail on A1.43 detail 6 at the 2 hour egress doors, Alliance Door and Trim is requesting the attached alternate to faciliate the installation with a 2 piece frame which will allow installation without distrubing the rated wall. A one piece can not be installed given the detail and the construction conditions.		12/8/20		12/8/20		Install 2 piece frame in order to complete required rating without distrubing exsisting 2 hour wall at egress locations.

		82		Owner		Juniper Landscape		Essian		12/9/20		Please review the attached snip from our enhanced LA Plans received from Zimmer Development, designed by Ensite Engineering. Also review the attached photographic of the specific highlighted plantings. Youll notice we have a conflict with space and the associated scheduled palm trees. Please provide direction		12/9/20		12/9/20		really not much space around the buildings other than the sides and rear for trees to help break up the façade a little.  If it is just those two palms, may they can be placed in the islands in the front.  See attached

		83		Owner		Firestop Coredrill		Essian		12/30/20		Please review the attached judgement along with the connection details from A1.40 detail 2 and 3. Please confirm proper detail for rating the lid to wall connection at breezeway shear walls. Per the judgement, we are to extend the lid to sit on top of wall which conflicts with the detail. Detail showing and explaining the layers in which to build Starting with 2x wall, then gypsum, then OSB,ending with siding. This conflicts the judgement lieu of the drywall being covered by shear wall OSB. Firestop Coredrill is also requesting understanding of where the compartmentalization is		12/31/20		12/31/20		Based on our discussion, and the intent of our drawings with the HILTI detail for the breezeway/unit wall:  The HILTI doe not correctly depict our situation.  HILTI may not have understood our intent to run the drywall and shear OSB at the breezeway side continuously.  Therefore, instead of having a firecaulk joint at the OSB terminating at the rated drywall breezeway ceiling; the correct application is to have the continuous vertical OSB, and then the breezeway ceiling rated drywall will butt into the OSB with a horizontal butt fire caulk joint.

		84		Owner		Juniper Landscape		Essian		1/5/21		Per LA-02, at the North Entrance, we are to install a total of 3 PHOENIX SYLVESTRIS. One on each side of the entrance, also center island. Based on the required size of the trees along with the tight locations, we are requesting to place two of the three across the lot to the larger islands on the inside of the entrance. These locations are marked on the attached document in red. I have also attached photos of the conflicting locations vs the requested locations. Please be aware that we have no conflict with center island.		1/5/21		1/5/20		Approved for relocation to adjacent locations

		85		Owner		American Marble		Essian		1/6/21		Please provide a location or a standard for counter top mounted air switches for our disposals.		1/6/21		 1/6/2021		Senders recommendation of 8" is approved.

		86		Owner		Ferrada		Essian		1/11/21		Please provide color selection for unit entry doors. Paint grey as the patio doors per the Zimmer Supplied renderings as no rendering or selection has been provided		1/12/21		1/20/21		Confirmed per Owners walk-Grey as shown on mock up located in building 1 breezeways first floor.

		87		Owner		Elite Electrical		Essian		2/4/21		Based on the drawings all the breezeway/exterior hall lighting is shown on a Photocell. This will cause all the lighting to turn off during the day and then turn on after dark. We are sending this RFI to notify you that the halls are dark during the day and suggesting that the Breezeway/Hall lights remain on all the time. Please let us know how you would like us to proceed. Once the work is complete it would be double the work to undo in either circumstance.		2/4/21		2/11/21		Provide lighting 24/7 in breezeway locations. Per WB 2/11/2021

		88		Owner		Plumb Construction		Essian		2/9/21		Please advise if square handrail is acceptable in lieu of the round described in our building plans and specifications. We currently have all rail installed and inspected in square form which meets required code. Our plans show round with a radius of 1.5". Please advise if square is acceptable considering the installation is already complete.		2/10/21		2/10/21		Keep the square rail as installed in lieu of being accepted in local municipal code. Accaptable per TH PLANWORX 2/11/2021

		89		Owner		RT Moore		Essian		2/15/21		RT Moore is unable to procure 2 of 8 50 Gallon Water Heaters which are required per schedule to be installed in our 3.0 units by our deadline. All other units contain a 40 gallon heater including the 2 bedroom units which have the same amount of kitchens and bathrooms as the 3.0. Would it be acceptable to install 2 40 gallon heaters in these locations and replace once the 50 gallons are received? Or would the 40 gallons be acceptable for perminant placement? REFERE		2/16/21		2/16/21		Install 40 g and replace with 50 once received. Per WB 2/16/2021

		90		Owner		Gulf Western		Essian		2/16/21		Please provide specific's regarding the detailed wrap around of siding at our Rooftop Parapets. Per Enlarged Parapet Detail 1 on sheet A1.42 there is no clarification whether the 12" freize wraps the entire parapet. Please provide detailed drawing. Thank you.		2/17/21		2/18/21		Approved to wrap batten at return ends of parapet where soffit is located. Frieze can be ripped or notched at adjacent lower roofs. TH 2/18/2021

		91		Owner		Gulf Western		Essian		3/10/21		During Roof Final, Inspector is requesting a seal be applied to top and seamed connection of applied freize band at upper section of parapets. Please confirm that if flex paste is acceptable considering this material use approved per GAF at term bar.		3/10/21		3/11/21		Flex paste acceptable, TH Planworx

		92		Owner		Clarke Construction		Essian		3/24/21		Please advise of the attached verbal directives communicated from Essian to Zimmer using mark ups, from WB. WB has requested for Clarke Construction to eliminate the side walk tie in between both south sections of buildings 2 and 3. This is a directive concerning useable land for playground installations. Please review and provide sidewalk layout in which will supply access for future installations.		3/25/21		3/25/21		Sidewalk is to be built and installed per plan. Ther is no playground being provided at this time.







6. If we could conference with Infinisys regarding Low Voltage Conduits, we may able to save
some time and material regarding interior building installations.

7. Please submit Hilt Judgements per only what’s required per CCFD-Marshal Raborn
8. Associated costs to many of the phase 1 revisions must be considered moving in to phase 2

planning.
 
Don’t hesitate to call me if you have any questions.
 
Best Regards,
 
 
Phillip Weller
Project Coordinator/Site Safety Manager
Essian Construction LLC.
(941)380-8323
pweller@essianconstruction.com
 
 
 
 

 
 


